
ANTIMICROBIALLY TREATED 

MICROFIBRE CLOTHS 

When using WHOOSH! Screen Shine® with W! 
antimicrobial microfiber cloth, you will remove dirt, 

bacteria and viruses from any device. 

SCREEN SHINE 
NON-TOXIC SCREEN AND SURFACE CLEANER

An efficient and safe product, developed on the 
basis of advanced biotechnology and tailored 

formulas, that supports Tech Hygiene worldwide.



But what about your phone that you touch and put on your face multiple times every single day? 

Everything you come across will end up on your phone, tablet, laptop, glasses, and many other devices 
that you use all day. 

The world is a breeding ground for bacteria. For example phone is usually covered with so many 
microorganisms that it is at least 10 times dirtier than a toilet seat. 

However, you do not need to use aggressive industrial chemicals, which can damage patented screen 
coatings, to keep your phones clean. 

How to clean your phone thoroughly 

• Use non-toxic, organic screen and surface cleaner WHOOSH! Screen Shine (compatible even with all 
sensitive screens of Apple devices), it’s easy.   

• Remove the case before cleaning your phone to ensure your whole device is cleaned thoroughly.   
• Spray W! microfibre cloth and wipe the surface with it, then turn the cloth over and polish the screen 

with the dry side of the cloth. 

How often should you clean your phone? 

Considering the intensity of daily use, your smartphone is almost like a third hand. Therefore, you should 
clean your phone as often as you brush your teeth or wash your hands. 

One of the most effective and WHO recommended ways to avoid transmission of a viral 
disease (e.g. COVID-19) is to wash your hands thoroughly and not to touch your face.



The W! fabric is made of high-quality woven microfibre that has been treated with antimicrobials to 
prevent bacterial growth. 

The fibre is antimicrobially treated before the fabric is woven, so it can withstand up to 40 wash cycles   . 

Also, the microfibre is very fine – 50 to 100 times thinner than a human hair. Miniature loops allow 
Whoosh! to capture and hold microscopic dirt, dust and biofilms.  

It wipes off any dirt on the surface of the 
devices and objects that we touch 
multiple times a day.

WHOOSH! IS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE ON ALL DEVICES 

      Wash in a washing machine in warm or cold water using a mild detergent. Do not use fabric softener – it encapsulates the 
fibre, thus interfering with the antimicrobial effect. Air-dry (do not use the dryer). It must not be chemically cleaned or bleached.

MICROFIBRE CLOTHS



SCREEN SHINE 

SAFE FOR ALL TYPES OF SCREENS 

Specially designed for cleaning, polishing and 
protecting any mobile phone screen and electronic 
equipment. There is nothing in the composition 
that would damage, etch, or scratch the screens. 

FINGERPRINT-RESISTANT 

The patented formula leaves an antistatic, invisible 
nanolayer that repels dust and resists smudges, greases 
and fingerprints. It also makes it easier to use the touch 

screen even after several uses.  

NON-TOXIC AND ODORLESS 

The product is safe for you, your whole family 
and the environment. It does not contain 
harmful residues. It is alcohol-free, ammonia-
free, haze-free, antistatic. Also, the composition 
is focused on easy removal of smudges. 

NEW GENERATION OF SCREEN CLEANERS 

Each kit contains product Screen Shine 
and antimicrobial microfibre cloth W!. 


